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Abstract. The distributed and open structure of cloud computing and services 
becomes an attractive target for potential cyber-attacks by intruders. The 
traditional Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS) are deemed 
largely inefficient to be deployed in cloud computing environments due to their 
openness, dynamicity and virtualization in offered services. This paper surveys 
and explores the possible solutions to detect and prevent intrusions in cloud 
computing systems by providing a comprehensive taxonomy of existing IDPS. 
It discusses the key features of IDPS that are challenging and crucial for 
choosing the right security measures for designing an IDPS. The paper further 
reviews the current state of the art of developed IDPSs for cloud computing 
which uses advanced techniques in overcoming the challenges imposed by 
cloud computing requirements for more resilient, effective and efficient IDPSs, 
abbreviated as CIPDS.  
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1 Introduction 

Cloud computing is defined as a geeky term for the internet that allows linking all  
cloud services together to access data anywhere and anytime through a myriad of 
portable devices. It involves multi-mesh distributed and service oriented paradigms, 
multi-tenancies, multi-domains and multi-user autonomous administrative 
infrastructures which are far more vulnerable and prone to security risks than 
previously thought of. Cloud computing  can also  be exposed to a multitude of 
system and non-system threats including threats to the integrity, confidentiality and  
availability of its resources, data and the virtualized infrastructure which can be used 
as a launching pad for new attacks [1]. During 2011, a hacker used Amazon’s Elastic 
Computer Cloud service to attack Sony’s online entertainment systems by registering 
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and opening an Amazon account and using it anonymously [2]. Cloud services are as 
cheap and convenient for hackers as they are for service customers. This malicious 
incidental attack on Sony compromised more than 100 million customer accounts, the 
largest data breach in the U.S.  Some high-profile cases prove how dangerous cloud 
living can be!  

In this struggle to secure the systems in cloud computing, IDPS can prove to be an 
invaluable tool, where its goal is to perform early detection of malicious activity and 
possibly prevent more serious damage to the protected systems [3]. By using IDPS, 
one can potentially identify an attack and notify the appropriate personnel 
immediately or prevent it from succeeding, so that the threat can be contained. This 
research amalgamates different ways of developing IDPS specifically targeting 
distributed systems and cloud computing environments by proposing an architecture 
using advanced techniques to overcome challenges specific to such environments.  

2 Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems Taxonomy 

Attacks that come from external origins are called outsider attacks. Insider attacks 
involve unauthorized internal users attempting to gain and misuse non-authorized 
access privileges. Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring computers or 
networks for unauthorized entry, activity or file modification. Attacks mostly occur in 
distinctive groups called incidents. Although many incidents are malicious in nature, 
many others are not; for example, a person might mistype the address of a computer 
and accidentally attempt to connect to a different system without authorization. Fig. 1 
provides a high level taxonomy of IDPSs.  

2.1 Functional Layer 

As Fig.1 (excluding the dashed boxes) shows, IDPSs perform four essential security 
functions in real-time: they monitor, detect, analyze and respond to unauthorized 
activities as presented in the functional layer.  

IDPSs identify attacks while the system or network is being monitored for 
intrusions and can immediately flag any deviations and provide proper prevention. 
The detection process typically outstrips the progress of attacks but cannot handle 
encrypted packets without more intensive processing. However, IDPSs are also run 
for deeper off-line analysis inspecting and sieving through historical data to identify 
past intrusions to update prevention profiles for subsequent use. By contrast, in a non-
real-time detection audit, the data is processed with delay, which has high capabilities 
to provide evidence of data forensic but cannot provide real time response to prevent 
or mitigate damages.  

Audit data can be collected from a single source in a centralized fashion, or in a 
distributed approach from several different locations. The drawback of a distributed 
approach is that the data flow between the host monitors and the director agent may 
generate significantly high network traffic overheads, while for the central approach 
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an intruder can modify or disable the programs running on a system, making the IDPS 
useless or unreliable. 

The data collected in the monitored environment for analysis can be of three types:  
 

1. Network-based (NIDPS) monitors network traffic for particular devices or 
network segments and analyze the network and application protocol activity to 
identify suspicious activity. Its strategic position allows for quick response, but 
it does not have a full picture of the network topology between the other NIDPSs 
and the hosts, so they may unable to determine a given packet received by a 
host. 

2. Host-based (HIDPS) monitors the dynamic behavior and the state of a computer 
system. Much as an NIDPS will dynamically inspect network packets, an 
HIDPS might detect which program accesses what resources. There is also a 
complementary approach that combines NIDPS and HIDPS to provide greater 
flexibility in deployment. Although it has a very limited view of the network, it 
is easy to deploy and see low-level local activities such as file accesses and 
changes to file permissions. 

3. Application-based (AIDPS) concentrates on the events which occur in some 
specific applications by analyzing their log files or measuring their performance. 
The data sources of running applications are its input. This approach is useful 
when the data of the user-side is only available and the service provider is not 
willing to impart any information. 

There are three models for threat detection:  

1. Misuse detection uses known patterns of unauthorized behavior, called signatures, 
to predict and detect subsequent similar attempts. It generates a very low false 
positive alarm rate, but it has severe limitation in detection of unknown attacks 
(called zero-days). 

2. Anomaly detection is designed to discover abnormal behavior patterns. IDPS 
establishes a baseline of normal usage patterns, and whatever deviates from this is 
flagged as possible intrusions. Any incident that occurs on frequently greater or 
less than two standard deviations from the statistical norm is considered to be an 
anomaly [4]. A further refinement is for the threshold value to be applied 
according to the Euclidean distance for incidents and the standard deviation value 
to detect the anomalies. The lower threshold value shows that the incidents are 
closely related to the normal activities and a higher threshold value detects more 
severe anomalies. Anomaly techniques use fewer rules compared to the signature 
based techniques. These techniques increase the detection accuracy rates with 
greater effectiveness. In turn, they have higher false positive alarm rates since it is 
too difficult to discover the boundaries between abnormal and normal behavior. 
There are various categories of anomaly detection proposed, but the three most 
commonly used ones are [5]: 
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Fig. 1. A layered-taxonomy of CIDPS 

• Statistical where the system monitors the activity of subjects (such as CPU 
usage or the number of TCP connections) in terms of statistical distribution and 
creates the profiles of their behaviors. Thus, they make two profiles: one is 
made during the training phase and the other is the current profile during the 
detection. An anomaly is recognized if there is a difference between these two 
profiles. 

• Machine learning where the system adaptively learns to improve its 
performance over time. It tends to focus on making a system which can 
optimize its performance during a loop cycle and can change its execution 
strategy according to feedback information. The most frequently used 
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techniques are System call-based sequence analysis, Bayesian network and the 
Markov model. 

• Data mining where the system can help to improve the process of intrusion 
detection by uncovering patterns, associations, anomalies, changes, important 
events and structures in the data patterns. Classification, clustering outlier 
detection and association rule discovery are data mining techniques used in 
IDPS. 

3. Hybrid approach enhances the capabilities and performance of the available IDPS 
by combining the two methods of misuse and anomaly. The main idea is that 
misuse detects known attacks while anomaly detects unknown attacks.  

Alarm management can be classified into two methods [6]: 

1. Alert (alarm) quality improvement: this method improves the alert quality by 
using additional information, such as vulnerability reports or alert context. 
Although this method is simple to implement and adoptable in most of the 
current alert correlation systems, but using it individually, it becomes inefficient 
to handle false positive alarms. Typically, it works within the context and in 
cognizance of: 
• Risk assessment: this approach uses risk analysis and risk assessment to 

generate vulnerability reports and match them with correlated alerts. 
Lippmann et al. suggested prioritizing alerts according to the vulnerabilities of 
the victim in a way that correctly identifies intrusions which are given lower 
priority or discarded if that specific victim is not vulnerable to that attack [7].  

• Fuzzy logic: it analyzes the alarms and vulnerabilities by a fuzzy aspect. 
Defining the level of severity for each individual incident is a responsibility of 
fuzzy processing to give a proper response. Non-fuzzy IDPS sets a fixed 
platter line of threshold which is not a suitable solution, but the fuzzy IDPS 
auto-set the threshold value for anomaly detection. 

2. Alarm correlation: this method reconstructs the high-level incidents from low-
level alerts. For some attacks, IDPS generates many alarms. Assume that a set of 
alerts are trigged, knowing this only without any additional background 
knowledge, one cannot make certain whether these are  single coordinated 
attacks, or independent attacks that happen to be interleaved. If it is a single 
attack, then alerts would have to be gathered as a single incident. But, in the case 
of multiple attacks, the alerts should be divided up to multiple incidents, namely, 
one incident per attack. Grouping alerts that constitute a single attack into a 
single meta-alert is aggregation. The task of clustering alerts into incidents is 
called correlation which tries to explain events. Auto Correlation Function can 
also be used to determine the repeated patterns of incidents to generate proper 
alarms for the possible series of attacks rather than generating multiple alarms. 
The main issue of this method is that most of the proposed algorithms in the 
current literature on correlation match the attack information provided by misuse 
detectors [8]. Alarm correlation can be performed in three ways: 
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• Implicit: it uses data-mining techniques to analyze, aggregate and cluster large 
alert datasets. However, this method fails to enhance the semantics of the 
alerts, but it is suitable for analysis of huge numbers of alerts. 

• Explicit: this approach relies on language allowing security experts to specify 
logical and temporal constraints between alert patterns to identify complex 
attack scenarios.  

• Semi-explicit: this approach is an extension of the explicit approach which 
associates preconditions and postconditions, represented by the first order 
formulae, with individual attacks or actions. Hence, it assumes that complex 
intrusion scenarios are likely to involve attacks whose prerequisites 
correspond to the consequences of some earlier ones. The correlation process 
receives individual alerts and tries to build alert threads by matching the 
preconditions of   some attacks with the postconditions of some prior ones. 

When an IDPS responds actively to an intrusion, it may modify the attacked system 
state further or, in rare cases, modify the attacker state by removing his/her platform. 
In some cases, they can instruct the network security devices to reconfigure 
themselves to block certain types of activities or route them elsewhere. They may 
reconfigure network firewalls by changing the user access control policy temporarily 
when an attack occurs. Active response may delay the benign traffic unnecessarily 
since alarm events are blocked. Passive systems can attempt to terminate the 
connection before an attack can succeed, for example, by ending an existing TCP 
session. Passive response exposes the assets to the attacks while the security 
administrator investigates the alarms. 

To respond to an attack two approaches can be considered, the reactive approach 
delays all responses until the intrusion is detected. This approach fails to provide high 
protection. For instance, assume that an attacker successfully accesses a database and 
read critical information. The administrator then receives an alarm regarding a 
malicious activity. Since the critical information has already been disclosed, a reactive 
response is not useful in this case. By contrast, a proactive approach prevents a 
malicious activity before it occurs.   

There are three models for selecting a proper response:   

1. Static mapping: in this model a generated alert is mapped to a predefined response. 
The main drawback of this model is that the attacker can predict the response 
measures.  

2. Dynamic mapping: responses to an attack may differ for different targets and 
several factors affect the ultimate response, such as attack metrics (frequency and 
severity), system state and network policy. The main problem of this model is that 
it does not learn anything from the attacks, so the intelligence level remains the 
same until the next update.  

3. Cost-sensitive mapping: this model trades-off intrusion damage and response cost. 
It has two approaches to assess the risk. Offline risk assessment evaluates all the 
resources in advance, so the value of each resource is static. Meanwhile, online 
risk assessment accurately measures intrusion damage in real-time. The only issue 
is to update the cost factor (risk index) over time. 
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2.2 Structural Layer 

Referring to Fig.1, the infrastructure layer consists of the technology and structure of 
an IDPS. The technology layout is rarely discussed by the researchers, but given its 
importance to deploy on a cloud environment, it was investigated through our review.  

There are two types of wired connection: dial up through the public switched 
telephone network; and direct connection through a dedicated or leased line which is 
an analog compatible point to point connection. In wired networks, the features like 
traffic behavior and network topology can be employed in detecting of intrusions. 
They are fast and low cost, but heavily dependent on structure platform and not easy 
to deploy. A mobile ad-hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes that automatically 
self-configure without assistance of a central management of infrastructure. It is 
scalable and offers wide coverage and unlimited access which implicates openness to 
attacks. The wireless network IDPSs are of different sorts including:  

• Stand-alone: IDPSs identify intrusion by running on each node independently. 
• Distributed: each node participates in detecting intrusion cooperatively and 

responds through a central IDPS agent. 
• Hierarchical, they are deployed in multi-layered networks divided into clusters in 

which a cluster-head is responsible for its local nodes. 
• Mobile agents: they are able to move through a large network, but with a specific 

task. Different agents have different functionality. 

The structure of an IDPS is based on two types: individual or collaborative. An 
individual arrangement of an IDPS is achieved by physically integrating it within a 
firewall. Individual IDPS produces more irrelevant and false alarms, but has the 
advantage of being easy to deploy. A collaborative IDPS consists of multiple IDPSs 
over a large network where each one communicates with each other. Each IDPS has 
two main functional components: element detection and correlation handler. 
Detection elements consist of several detection components which monitor their own 
sub-network or host individually and generate low level alerts. Then the correlation 
handler transforms the low level alerts into a high level report of an attack. The issue 
is that they are less scalable and may have different outputs from different IDPSs for 
an attack but they are more efficient to detect and prevent intrusions over the Internet. 
Collaborative IDPSs can be divided into three categories as follows [5]: 

1. Central: each IDPS acts as a detection element where it produces alerts locally. 
The generated alerts are sent to a central server that plays the role of a correlation 
handler to analyze them. Through a centralized management control an accurate 
detection decision can be made based on all the available alerts information. The 
main drawback of this approach is that the central unit is vitally vulnerable. Any 
failure in the central server leads to deactivating the whole process of correlation. 
In addition, the central unit should handle the high volume of data which it 
receives from the local detection elements in a certain amount of time. 

2. Hierarchical: the whole system is divided into several small groups based on 
similar features such as: geography, administrative control, and similar software 
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platforms. The IDPSs in the lowest level work as detection elements, while the 
IDPSs in the higher level are furnished with both a detection element and a 
correlation handler, and correlate alerts from both their own level and lower level. 
The correlated alerts are then passed to a higher level for further analysis. This 
approach is more scalable than the centralized approach, but still suffers from the 
vulnerability of a central unit. Besides, the higher level nodes have higher level 
abstraction of the input which limits their detection coverage.  

3. Fully distributed: there is no centralized coordinator to process the information, it 
compromises fully autonomous systems with distributed management control. All 
participating IDPSs have their own two main function components (detection and 
correlation handlers) communicating with each other. The advantages of the fully 
distributed IDPS is that the network entities need not have complete information 
of the full network topology; thus allowing a more scalable design since there is 
no central entity responsible for doing all the correlation works; and the local 
alarm correlation activities is simpler in this structure[9]. Meanwhile, fully 
distributed approach has its own drawback issues [10]: a) the information of all 
alerts is not available during the detection decision making, so the accuracy might 
be reduced; b) the alert information usually has a single feature like an IP address 
which is too narrow for detecting large scale attacks, but it can also have a 
combination of features such as port #, packet size, types of IP packet and so on to 
widen the detection of large scale attacks with higher precision and success. The 
latter is true when using self-learning mechanisms which update their knowledge 
base.  

The proposed taxonomy encompasses new features to help improve the CIDPS design 
as well as cloud security to neutralize the attacks. The next section identifies some of 
the important challenges of CIDPS and the proposed solutions and techniques to 
overcome these challenges.   

3 Challenges Imposed by Cloud Computing on IDPS (CIPDS) 

It is very important to identify the challenges which originate from cloud computing 
phenomena before developing a CIDPS. Clouds are defined as large scale Virtual 
Machine (VM) based systems which are automatically created, migrated and deleted 
on demand of a user at runtime. Generally, it is supposed that the middleware 
manager initially is informed from the changes in the resources, but in cloud 
computing which involves large scale networks and systems, it is crucial to maintain 
these changes automatically without human intervention. Due to dynamic essence of 
the monitored systems, the policies should not be static since the security 
requirements of each VM tend to be varied [11].  

The shared infrastructure and virtualization technology increases vulnerability on 
cloud computing. Any flaw in the hypervisors, which allows creating virtual machines 
and running multiple operating systems, exposes inappropriate access and control to 
the platform [12]. Additional issues concern visibility into the inter VM traffic on a 
virtual host platform, since the switch is also virtualized. Thus, traditional solutions 
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for physical monitoring are not able to inspect this network traffic [13]. Besides, the 
new platforms of virtualization themselves would have vulnerabilities that may lead 
to a big compromise, therefore, they should be monitored and assessed for 
configuration errors, patches, malware code insertions, preemptive DDoS attacks, etc. 

A very important issue in cloud computing is data transfer cost [14]. For example, 
in Amazon Cloud the data transfer cost is about $100 to $150 per terabyte. Therefore, 
new research should try to provide data cost effective solutions for IDPS in a cloud 
environment by reducing the network bandwidth.  

Usually each company maintains the security procedures to provide a risk profile. 
But, cloud service providers are not willing to provide the security log, audit data and 
security practices [15]. Lack of transparency on security management practices such 
as auditing, security policies, logging, vulnerability and incident response leads to 
inefficiency of traditional risk management techniques in the absence of costumer 
awareness [1]. In addition, tracking data across different platform visibility and 
access policies of different service providers as well as different software and 
hardware abstraction layers within one provider is a challenging task [16]. 

A CIDPS should be scalable in order to efficiently handle the massive number of 
network nodes present in cloud and their communication and computational load. It 
must scale as nodes are added into a larger growing cloud. The placement of detection 
and correlation handler also affects the scalability and performance of CIDPS. 

The feature of easy to adapt IDPS in the cloud context to the extent that it operates 
effectively and efficiently is very important. A CIDPS should configure itself and be 
adaptive to configuration changes as computing nodes are dynamically added and 
removed. Designing a suitable architecture of a collaborative IDPS would determine 
how the alerts should be processed and shared from individual detection components 
with maintaining a topological model of cloud computing. This also facilitates 
monitoring and controlling network components as well as the applications in the 
host. Design of such a system should be flexible enough to be able to accommodate 
future requirements, challenges and evolving standards. 

4 State of the Art of CIDPS 

Most of the current proposed IDPSs which work on cloud operate at each of the  
infrastructure, platform, and application layers separately, and they mainly support 
detection and prevention independently from the other layers [17]. For operating 
CIDPS in the infrastructure layer, Tupakula et al. proposed a model based on a VM 
monitor, called hypervisor, to protect CIPDS from different types of attacks in this 
layer (IaaS) [18]. Their model improved the reliability and availability of the system, 
because the infrastructure can be secured most of the time, and running the services 
can be reliant on the secure infrastructure. This model has not presented any solution 
to heal the system in case of infrastructure collapse due to the large number of severe 
attacks on the system. A VM monitor solution embeds as a software layer to control 
the physical resources and it allows running multiple operating systems. The VM 
machine monitors are capable of improving the efficiency of intrusion attack 
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detection and prevention in CIDPS because they have complete control of the system 
resources and good visibility of the internal state of the VMs.  

Majority of the researchers have overlooked the prevention capability in their 
proposed systems. Gustavo & Miguel implemented several anomaly-based intrusion 
detection techniques, and presented an IDS for a reasonably complex Web application 
designated as SaaS [19]. They found the anomaly-based intrusion detection technique 
as a promising technique to be used in the application layer. They believe that the 
intrusion on a system occurs where the application code is running; and they interpret 
the application intrusion as the most potential attack, which may change or inject the 
false data into the cloud computing system. But they did not suggest any solution for 
prevention of the attacks. Machine learning is the other method which has been used 
to train the system for anomaly detection. Vieira et al. proposed a Grid and Cloud  
Computing  Intrusion  Detection  System (GCCIDS), which covers attacks by using 
an audit system through integrating hybrid misuse and anomaly method to detect 
specific intrusions [20]. The authors used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to train 
the system and developed a prototype model by using a middleware called Grid-M. 
They proved that their system had low processing cost while maintaining satisfactory 
performance for real-time implementation, since it performed the analysis 
individually on each node, resulting in lower data exchanges between nodes, thus 
decreasing the complexity of the system. This solution overcomes the challenge of 
data transfer cost since it performs an audit data analysis individually in each node 
that reduces data transfers and network bandwidth usage. The drawbacks of GCCIDS 
are that it can detect only specific intrusions, and lacks the ability of prevention 
against attacks. Although GCCIDS is proposed for both grid and cloud environments, 
they are different in terms of their security policies, systems requirements and 
business models [16]; which compels for a specific IDPS design for cloud and grid 
networks to be performed separately. 

Determining the CIDPS structure is always a confusing task for researchers who 
develop IDPS for cloud computing due to its heterogeneous nature and virtualization. 
Xin et al. developed a collaborative IDS with a central management approach which 
provided fast and accurate detection [21]. In spite of the authors’ claim about the 
system’s scalability, it is not scalable since the performance decreases with an 
increase of data load into the central manager node. In addition, the central manager is 
the single point of failure which is not appropriate in cloud computing. Dhage et al. 
proposed an individual IDS structure for each user of cloud computing services. In 
this structure, there is a single controller to manage the instances of IDSs which 
employs the knowledge base and ANN technique to match the pattern multiple false 
login attempts and access right violations [22]. Their proposed structure suffers from 
the challenges of lack of scalability and sensitivity of central management failure. In 
contrast with this structure, the system which was developed by Kholidy and Baiardi 
[23] had  no central manager coordinator. Their fully distributed system provided a 
flexible, robust and elastic solution for cloud computing with P2P network 
architecture, hybrid detection techniques using network and host based audit data. 
Although their system is scalable but it is not sufficient for detecting large scale 
distributed attacks on cloud since it processes limited alert information features and 
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there is no central correlation handler to amalgamate all the alert information 
consistently to detect intrusions. They do not provide any solution for prevention. 

Providing autonomic computing solutions has recently attracted researchers to 
design, build and manage CIDPS with minimal human intervention. An autonomic 
system should be capable of adapting its behavior to suit its context of use through 
methods of self-management, self-tuning, self-configuration, self-diagnosis, and self-
healing [24]. Autonomic approaches are particularly suitable to be used in cloud 
computing systems, where rapid scalability is required across a pool of resources to 
support various unpredictable demands, and where the system should automatically 
adapt to avoid failures in the underlying hardware impacting on the user’s experience. 
Autonomic clouds emerge as a result of applying autonomic computing techniques to 
cloud computing, resulting into robust, fault tolerant and easy to manage and operate 
cloud architectures and deployments. An autonomic mechanism for anomaly 
detection in a cloud computing environment was proposed by Smith et al. [25]. They 
presented a set of techniques to analyze the collected data automatically. This 
approach provided a uniform format for data analysis, extracted features for data size 
reduction. It also learnt how to detect the nodes which have abnormal behavior and 
act differently from others in an unsupervised mode. They made a prototype to 
evaluate the performance of their mechanism. The results of their evaluation proved 
the efficiency of their mechanism to detect faulty nodes with low computation 
overhead and high accuracy due to the reduced data size and machine learning 
methods. The major drawback of their system is that it does not perform intrusion 
prevention; it does only detection.  

Using ontology enables characterizing knowledge as a set of concepts and relating 
within the intrusion detection and prevention domain. Martínez et al. presented a 
model for malware detection, named as uCLAVS, based on intrusion ontology 
representation for cloud computing Web services [26]. Their idea refers to a new 
concept in IDPS as an engine which means a processing core and usually it is a file 
analysis service host. This provides a multi-engine based file analysis service which 
sends the system files to the network to be analyzed by multiple engines instead of 
running complex software on every host to analyze them individually. Their model of 
integrating multiple concepts, relations and managements methods by using ontology 
is an interesting solution to integrate autonomous IDPSs with a set of common 
meanings to achieve a set of common goals. Azmandian et al. used data mining 
techniques and presented a new method in designing IDS for virtual server 
environments, which utilizes information available from the virtual machine monitor. 
Their proposed technique supports high detection accuracy with least false alarms, but 
it trades-off a lack of program semantics for greater malware resistance and ease of 
deployment [27]. Using a real-time self-learning ontology could fill this semantic gap. 

Some of the researchers utilized the available resources and optimized the response 
through risk assessment and analysis. Lee et al. proposed a multi-level IDS and log 
management by applying different levels of security strengths to limit the access 
rights based on the anomaly level and severity of cloud network users or potential 
intruders [28]. It means that generated logs by the intruder who has the highest 
anomaly level or security risk are audited with higher priority. Therefore, their 
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proposed IDS responses are based on the assessed user risks which discount 
suspicious activities with a low risk that leads to an increase of resources availability. 
The major drawback in their designed IDS is that it is not robust enough to detect 
large scale (distributed) attacks since each IDS works independently. Takahashi et al. 
leveraged ontology and risk assessment approaches and introduced an ontological 
IDS on cloud computing which works as entity-based and it is equipped with a 
scoring system for vulnerabilities and weaknesses [29]. The proposed ontology 
recognizes three major factors: data-asset decoupling, composition of multiple 
resources and external resource usage which can be used as a set of common cyber-
security terms and concepts in cloud computing. 

A virtualization-based NIDPS for cloud computing environment was proposed by 
Jin et al. which used network data flow monitoring and real time file integrity [30]. 
Their proposed NIDPS had no control over the host which increased the vulnerability 
for insider attacks. As cost was always a major concern in developing CIDPS, Masud 
et al. formulated both of the malicious code detection and botnet traffic detection 
problems to introduce a new classification ensemble/integrated with machine learning 
technique which was a low-cost, scalable stream classification framework with high 
accuracy and low runtime overhead, but still suffers from high processing time in 
classification [31]. In a research by Dastjerdi et al., it was   proposed to apply mobile 
agents in IDPS to provide flexible, scalable, and a cost effective system for the cloud 
environment [14]. However, they believed that this approach does not support enough 
robustness because of inefficient knowledge sharing between the mobile agents.  

Table 1. Proposed CIDPSs for cloud computing classified according to our taxonomy 
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time 

Response
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[20] 
2009 Hybrid -

signature 
& anomaly 

N/A Real time Active Host &  
Network 

 Collaborative Distributed No 

[14] 
2010 N/A Wireless;  

mobile 
agents 

Real time N/A Network Collaborative Distributed Yes 

[29] 2010 Anomaly N/A Real time Active Network  Collaborative Distributed Yes 

[25] 2010 Anomaly N/A Real time Active N/A  N/A Distributed No 

[18]
2011 Hybrid -

signature 
& anomaly

N/A Real time Active Network  Individual Distributed Yes 

[19] 2011 Anomaly N/A Real time Active Network N/A Distributed No 

[28] 2011 Anomaly N/A Real time Active Host &  
Network

 Individual Distributed No 

[22] 2011 Anomaly N/A Real time Active Host Individual Distributed No 

[30] 2011 Anomaly N/A Real time Active Network Collaborative Distributed Yes 

[23] 
2012 Hybrid -

signature 
& anomaly 

Wireless;  
mobile 
agents 

Real time Active Host & 
Network 

Collaborative Distributed No 

N/A = Not Applicable  
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Besides the available research on CIDPS, Zargar et al. presented a Distributed, 
Collaborative and Data-driven IDPS which works on three logical layers of network, 
host and global, in addition to platform and application levels. It maximizes the 
security and detection accuracy, since it monitors all operational changes and traffic 
movements which traverse through each layer. Their model provides trust 
management component among collaborative cloud providers to harmonize their 
respective IDPSs to ensure total synergized detection and protection [32]. 

Table 1 shows the most recent reviewed papers applicable to CIDPS, which are 
classified in terms of our proposed taxonomy. Their employed features are very 
similar to each other. The most important different features are prevention capability, 
detection technique and system structure.  

5 CIDPS Architecture 

The taxonomy presented in this research includes the advanced components for 
detection and prevention as shown as dashed boxes in Fig. 1. These advanced 
components use artificial intelligence techniques such as data mining, machine 
learning and fuzzy logic to detect intrusions and feed their results into the autonomic 
solution mode components comprising of self-healing, self-protecting, self-
configuring, self-learning and self-optimizing in real-time without human intervention 
as defined in autonomic computing principals. The CIDPS proposed architecture of 
the system is illustrated and presented as a workflow scenario to show how it works in 
10 steps as numbered in brackets in Fig. 2: 

1. Inputs from Autonomic Cloud Computing Environment Components: 
Network, host, global, platform and applications are the autonomic cloud 
computing environment components. These components interactions generate and 
prepare the input sensor signals from the cloud environment. These signals, 
together with the latest CIDPS challenges and enterprise CIDPS policies and their 
updates, drive through the CIDPS Trust Management system to be analyzed. 

2. Latest CIDPS Challenges & Enterprise CIDPS Policies: 
The CIDPS Enterprise Policies and Latest Challenges to cloud computing and 
their respective updates come into the CIDPS Trust Management system to 
complement the input sensor signals of autonomic cloud computing environment 
components as mentioned in Step 1. An incident entering the system is checked to 
determine if it is an intrusion or not. If it is an intrusion, then Intrusion Detection 
Engine (IDE) takes full responsibility to analyze and recognize the type of attack. 

3. Inference Engine (IE): 
IE is the logical and main part of IDE. IE works based on the latest artificial 
intelligence techniques, fronted and equipped with a knowledge repository.  

4. Knowledge Repository: 
This CIPDS architecture’s Knowledge Base (KB) Repository (KBR) includes 
intrusion signatures, anomaly behavior patterns and policies. Given an 
intrusion/attack incident, KBR would be internally analyzed and updated, if 
necessary, automatically of a newly discovered intrusion incident by applying the 
set of AI techniques in each and every iteration of its execution cycle. 
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5. Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques: 
Various AI techniques have been suggested in this architecture. Machine learning 
methods, data mining techniques, artificial neural network and fuzzy logic are the 
main AI techniques, which are proposed in this research. Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) is used as a feature extraction selector and classifier of machine 
learning for IDE. The result of signal classification for intrusion detection would 
then be passed to the alarm management component. 

6. Alarm Management: 
Alarm Management decides if the alarm trigger should be activated or not 
depending on a set of pre- and post-alarm criteria. If it is to be activated then fuzzy 
logic from Step 5 is employed to cluster the incident according to its severity and 
raise an alarm. The inference engine for IDS and alarm management components 
would access the knowledge repository via the AI techniques to retrieve the 
necessary event information for proper activation by targets further down the 
chain of components. 

7. Risk Assessment: 
Risk Assessment prioritizes the intrusions according to the vulnerability of the 
victim. There are two possible cases in this state. The first case is if the incident is 
a severe intrusion, and the second possible case is related to the intrusions which 
are detected before any data loss or damage happens. It truly provides the impetus 
for the system to self-heal itself against any attacks, as well as, at the same time, 
caters for protection and prevention capabilities further down the chain in an 
autonomic mode of operation. 

8. Self-Healing Self-Protecting/Self-Preventing: 
If the first case in Step 7 happens, it means that some parts have been already 
attacked or even infected. In this case, we may have some penetration tracks in our 
CIPDS Trust Management system and the cloud computing environment which 
would activate the self-healing component into action to ensure that the system 
protects itself. The second case refers to the detected and blocked intrusion before 
any data-loss happens. For this case, the system automatically enters the self-
protecting state. In both cases, self-protecting/self-preventing state is triggered 
directly after risk assessment and self-healing is performed to protect the system 
by either using any one of the three automatic methods of self-configuring, self-
learning and self-optimizing, or a combination of them.  

9. Self-Configuring, Self-Learning, Self-Optimizing: 
These methods are triggered to protect the system by updating the CIDPS as a 
whole. Their actions are defined by the Inference Engine component in Trust 
Management. They would send signals to activate actuators to execute the 
prevention in the autonomic cloud computing environment components. 

10. Trust Management Actuators: 
Trust Management Actuators carry and execute the defined actions of self-
configuring, self-learning, and self-optimizing components. For instance, they 
reconfigure the victim’s application settings; optimize the network traffic and 
policies; and even learn to respond with the correct behavior to the intrusions in 
the system. All of the decisions taken by the self-protecting and self-healing 
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components would go to the knowledge repository to be used for subsequent 
detections. This iterated workflow helps the whole trust management enterprise 
system to learn how to respond from previous incidents and experiences in their 
own environment. 

 

Fig. 2. CIDPS architecture with advanced components 
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6 Conclusion 

This paper presented a comprehensive taxonomy and state of the art of intrusion 
detection and prevention systems to draw researchers’ attention for possible solutions 
to intrusion detection and prevention in cloud computing. Among the reviewed 
papers, individual IDPS on each node increased the reliability of the system, but it 
exchanged higher traffic data over the network to synchronize the inter-operative 
nodes in the cloud environment, thus increasing processing time. Besides the structure 
of IDPS, detection technique was the other major factor that researchers paid a serious 
attention in their research. Anomaly and hybrid were the most common techniques 
discussed. Signature based system was faster because it only recognized the limited 
number of intrusions while anomaly learnt the traffic and actions to identify the safe 
activities and potential intrusions. The models which employed both types known as 
hybrid had the best accuracy and performance among the other individual methods. 
Monitoring dynamic virtual machines, scalability, minimizing human intervention 
and cost were the most important challenges to overcome by using advanced 
techniques and concepts of autonomic computing, ontology and risk assessment and 
analysis. There are still many issues unanswered which open research questions and 
doors for more investigation.  Currently the proposed CIDPS Architecture with 
advanced techniques within the framework of autonomic computing principals is our 
primary research and development focus for cloud computing environments. We hope 
to implement, test and validate various intrusion detection algorithms and measure the 
effectiveness of the CIPDS architecture. 
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